The stability of a magnetodynamic equilibrium system for perturbations \ depending on a parameter a is investigated. Growth rates are compared (rather than only the second order energy variations) without calculating them explicitly. The explicit dependence on a as wel as the implicit dependence on a through % is taken into account.
It is well known in magnetodynamics that a system is unstable or stable if the change in potential energy can or cannot be made negative 1 .
Consider a displacement ^ depending on a parameter a [a may be m 2 or k 2 ofEq. (l),e. g.], which for a -ax, makes <5JF(£, more negative than another displacement with a = a2 . In this case it often happens in the literature that the displacement with a = al is called less stable or more dangerous than the one with a = a2 . In many cases this is not true at all. The expression more or less stable can only be used in a consistent way by comparing growth rates. Indeed, denoting the kinetic energy of the system for the perturbation £ by £), we have <»*(«) =<5r ft, ?)/* («) where is a function of a too; hence it is impossible to decide which displacement is the least stable from 6W alone, or from a partly minimized ÖW, as is often done.
Another difficulty is that co 2 (£, £) is implicitly dependent on a through the eigenmode £ for which co 2 (CS) is minimized by variation of ^ (a kept fixed).
Since we may expect that the fastest growing mode will usually dominate in nature, it seems wortwhile to point out what can be asserted about * Research Worker at the Inter-University Institute for Nuclear Sciences, Belgium.
the growth rates by simple arguments and without going into the solution of the eigenmode equations. This is done in the following sections for systems with rotational and cylindrical symmetry.
In section 1 the explicit dependence of co 2 (^, on a. will be examined. The influence of the implicit dependence on a will be treated in section 2. The conclusions concerning the stability will be discussed in section 3.
Explicit Dependence of on a
Consider the magnetodynamic stability of an equilibrium system with cylindrical and rotational symmetry (neither # nor z dependence). A cylindrical ideally conducting plasma of density g(r) and pressure p(r), is pervaded by a magnetic field [0, B#(r) 
The eigenmode equation reduces to the two equations in r only: 
for which div ^ has no explicit dependence on m Table 2 which will be discussed in the third section. The results of this discussion will be summarized in Table 1 . A great simplification occurs because K (the denominator) is a decreasing function of a in both forms and is moreover always positive.
Form I. bW is an increasing function of a
If ccj >0 then cof increases with increasing a (since the numerator increases and the denominator decreases with increasing a, and both are positive).
If cof<0 then co 2 may increase or decrease with a, according to the specific values of a, b, c and d.
However it is easy to see that erf /a decreases with a, This section is only based on the hermiticity of the operator F, not upon its detailed structure.
In order to write the equation of motion (2) in a form which is applicable to the old variables ^ as well as to new variables r\ we introduce a generalized form of Eq. (2) : -Q<o 2 nTrin = Fftn).
Ifr) n= T is unit matrix; if stands for the new variables (7), T is a diagonal matrix of which the non-zero elements are
Multiplying (9) with n, integrating over the plasmavolume and replacing by "/J, we obtain instead of (3) : 
3a / 3a
We restrict the class of functions f\ to those functions satisfying the boundary conditions. As to 3*)/3a, two cases may occur: either 3*)/3a satisfies or does not satisfy the boundary conditions.
Case a. 3*)/3a satisfies the boundary conditions
This happens e. g. when the wall is fixed or at infinity, so that f\ and 3Y)/3a vanish at the boundary. Due to the selfadjointness of the operator F, the integral Q vanishes. If *) is an eigensolution of (9), we have
The equality of the total and partial derivatives can be understood as follows, co 2 is an extremum with respect to all variations <3"*) which satisfy the boundary conditions. Choose dr\ = (3y)/3a) da. co 2 will not be affected to first order by changing from to *) -f (3*)/3a) da, since co 2 is extremum with respect to these functions. Hence there will be no contribution from in the derivative of co 2 with respect to a and dco 2 /da consists only of dco 2 /da.
The equality of the total and partial derivatives in case a allows us to draw conclusions without knowing the eigensolutions. Indeed if OJ 2 (Y),Y); a) is increasing (respectively decreasing) with a in an interval < a < a2 independent of the trial function f] kept fixed, the function co 2 (r)n, rj"; a) is of course increasing (resp. decreasing) with a in this interval, the eigensolution Y)rt kept fixed.
Hence, according to (14) the eigenvalue a) 2 (a) itself is increasing (resp. decreasing) in the same interval. More generally, if co 2 (Y),RJ;a) has N extrema in a in an interval ax < a < a2 independent of the trial function f] kept fixed, the eigenvalue oj 2 (a) has also N extrema. Applying this reasoning to Table 1 , we find that Table 1 is valid not only for co 2 (y),Y)) with kept fixed, but also for the eigenvalues to 2 (a) themselves.
Case b. 3r)/3a does not satisfy the boundary conditions
For a plasma surrounded by vacuum it can be shown that Q does not necessarily vanish. This can be understood by remarking that co 2 will now in general be affected to first order by changing from TQ to TQ+ (3*]/3a) da: dco 2 3co 2 Q (15) da 3a K
Minimalization with respect to several parameters
So far as we have shown, Table 1 is valid for the eigenvalues co 2 (a), comparing eigenvalues with different values of a but with all other parameters (discrete or not) kept fixed. Since the interest lies in the lowest value of OJ 2 not only with respect to a but also with respect to the other parameters, we now look for the dependence on a of the minimum of oo 2 with respect to a set of parameters (i = 1, 2,...,/).
The extremum values of co 2 (a, p,) with respect to the I parameters pi is obtained by the I equations
whidi define the coordinates of the extrema, p;°(a), depending on a (and eventually on remaining parameters (a, p,) 0 for all p,, it follows from section 2.1. that co 2 (a, p,) increases with a for all Pi and all higher values of a.
Conclusions Concerning Stability
As mentioned in the introduction, the expression more or less stable can only be used in a consistent way by comparing growth rates.
A perturbation with parameter a = , is called less stable than one with a = a2, if the first one contains at least one eigenmode for whidi oi 2 (ax) is smaller than any co 2 (a2) corresponding to the eigenmodes of the second perturbation. According to this definition, the least stable displacements contain the fastest growing instability, if they are unstable. If they are stable, they correspond to the perturbations containing to smallest frequency. This definition can be applied with any number of other parameters kept fixed or not.
We now compare the stability of perturbations ^(r; m, k) with different values of k and m combining the results of Table 1 and Table 2 . Tables 1 and 2 show that the eigenvalue OJ 2 is an increasing function of m . Hence, if a displacement is stable for mi = ra0|,itis more stable for values higher than m0 | .
From bW alone one could deduce only a less strong statement. Indeed, bW(*) •*)) is an increasing function of m and this allows only the conclusion: if a system is stable for | m j = ! m0 it is also stable for m | > m0 . This last statement can also be derived from a bW which is minimized with respect to and Cz, without normalization (NEW-COMB 4 , Theorem 1).
From bW alone one might be inclined to expect that the lowest value of m corresponds to the most dangerous perturbation. For the unstable modes however, nothing proves this, according to our analyses. On the contrary, in 3a.2. we meet an example in which m | = oo is the most dangerous perturbation.
The conclusions of this paragraph are of course also valid for a purely longitudinal and a purely transverse magnetic field, which will be studied further in sections 3a. is a decreasing function of m and this allows only the conclusion: if a system is unstable for m j = J m0 ', it is also unstable for j m | > | m0 | . Our analysis shows that | m | -> oo is the most dangerous displacement when = 0, provided cofj is negative for at least one m. To discuss the latter restriction, we consider the minimized form bWy of bW with respect to and without normalization. In the presence of an external potential, it is always possible to make dWy negative for sufficiently small h and thus to make | m j -> oo the most unstable displacement.
On the other hand, choose k sufficiently large so that dWy is positive for all m; then con>0 for all m and o^fj can increase as well as decrease with increasing m, according to Table 1 . [Incidentally, in the limit k-*-0, dW as well as dWF become independent of m; this illustrates a particular case of (8.II) in whidi a = 0; from the requirement that the trivial solution *) = 0 is excluded, one can show that c^O. The discussion of Table 1 then remains valid. Thus for k -0, the most unstable displacement is I m \ -> 00 also.]
The fact that | m | -00 may be the most unstable displacement under certain circumstances, is rather surprising in magnetodynamics. The situation may occur for a spiral arm, which is idealized as an infinitely long cylinder and where, in first approximation, gravitation acts as an external potential. AMANO et al. 5 claimed for this model on the basis of (19) alone [whidi is equivalent with their Eq. (2.3)] that m j -> 00 is most dangerous. Our analysis proves this statement. We make further the following annotations. As this situation occurs when B# = 0 (or small) there is no transverse field to prohibit the " rippling" of the cylindrical tube, parallel to its axis. The asymptotic value ofj (m -> 00) will be approached very well for a reasonable large m = M (M =10, say), as is suggested by (19). Thus, although Oii(m-> co ) >Oji(m = M), the relative difference in growth rate is fairly unimportant. All large values are then nearly equally able to dominate 6 and what perturbations will actually dominate becomes dependent on other factors as e. g. the probability of occurrence of a particular initial perturbation. If the system is unstable for 1 k ' = j k^ j it is more unstable for j k j > j k0 | . This demonstrates that k j -> 00 is the most dangerous perturbation provided co 2 can be made negative for at least one k.
